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S3:1U .a.,. o'clock, 
2 

July 15, 19671 

PROCEEDINGS 

4  MR. WILLIAMSOW: For the zecord it is I:16 

S. s and this is the continuation of the interview of 

3 Mr. Steven A. White, Manager, Office of Nuclear 

7 Power, Tnnes-ee Valley Authority. This interview 

I concerns Mr. White's knowledge of or involvemnt 

9 » in TVA's March 20, 1986, response to the MRC 

10 regarding compliance with 10CPR50, Appendix B, 

SIt at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

f 12 We will continue our questioning with Mr.  

F 13 Murphy.  

14  MR. WHITE: Before we start the questioning 

15 [ can I say something? 

16 MR. WILLIAMO6i: Certainly.  

17 MR. WHITE: Of all the things that we discussed 

i1 yesterday I went away with one wry troubling thing 

3 l» to MB and I'd like to discuss this this morning 

20 because I gave it a lot of thought last night; and 

21 I think it was in response to one of your questions, 

1 22 Mr. Muzphy.  

23 On the issue of to whom had I assigned the 

241 responsibility tcr draftung the letter I was troubled 

25 because it's unlike me to let something go without 
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knoawing *o-hody was zrsponsible, and I tMink that 

coent was made and - becamue it is unlike -. I 

gave it a lot of thought. One of the things I said.  

Th thing I said - One of the things I said 

Syesterday which was certainly tru is in response 

3 in response to that - was with these high-le* iL 

advisors that I have. They are the type of people 

Sthat it isn't ncussary to say, you kaow, *Go .'4 

9 *A, B, C, D, you are responsible." And soetims 

o r I give them a responsibility but not in the context 

t of what we were saying yesterday.  

1 72 So I gave it a lot of thought and my best 

12 recollection is - well first of all let me say 

S14  that one of the things that kind of, like I said, 

S 5s led me astray even in my thinking yesterday was 

S' that you divided the issue into a letter vervus 

* 17 technical responses.  

0 When this whole thing came up I didn't divide 

S 1 the issue in any fashion like that. In fact I 

I 20 didn't divide it into a letter specifically. it was 

21 the Appendix B issue. And as I said, Mr. Kelly 

* 22 had the responsibility for the Appendix 5 issue.  

23 Now when it coas to the specifics the best I 

24 can recall is giving Mr. Kelly at some tine early 

25 in the game - and by that I man maybe the second 
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week that I was there, mybe even the fist week 

2 but early on - general guidance and I gave you some 

3 of that yesterday, the guidance being, you know, 0go 
4 4 seek the truth, if I can be wvery simple. foever it 

1 comes out, go follow all the trails in the general 

3 fashion of answering the issue.  
7  1 think the next time that I, if I can use the 

word Otouched* the ieuae, the Appendix & issue, was 

probably not evan the cad of the second weak because 

0 I recall that second wek I was really on the road 

I visiting sites and so fortw, doing a lot of other 

12 things. So it may have been the third week. It may 

13 have even been the fourth week after my arrival, but 
14  probably late the second or maybe the third week.  

1 5  When I had, I believe, from Mr. Kelly kind of a 

16 very quick update and it was clear that he at that 

17 time, whether -- bwhether he had assuimed on his own 

IS or whether someone else in the organigation had 

19 directed his or whatever, he had the responsibility 

7 0 and was in the process of doing - whether you want 
8 21 to call it the letter and technical responses -- he 

S 22 was heavily involved in the process. And so if you 

23 said to me, ODid you ever specifically say to Mr.  

24 Kelly, 'It is your responsibility to write this 

25 letter," no. The answer to that; No, I still do not 
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ever recall doing that. Did I feel that he had 

2 already assumed that resposibility fram whatever 
3  cause, either from picking it up on his own or being 

41 directed by som*one else in the organization I simply 

S 5 don't know. But it's clear that early on Le had it 

3 and I was comfortable with that, that somebody was 

7 responsible.  

j I hope that helps.  

9 NR. MUPESYt For both the cover letter and the 

10 technical response? 

S " MR. MHITE: For the b-hle issue. That is - you 

12 know, yes.  

13 MR. MNYP.Y: Well we break it down between 

14 technical responses and the letter.  

IS M SM. BAUSER: Before you do that, I think 

S 16 he misspOke and I want to get the record clear.  

S 17 You said - you made a comment about did I I I ( think he was picking up up - you went on to say 

St from whatever source you did not know, that, "I 

0I don't know. The *I don't know I understood 

21 I understood it went from whatever source didn't; X 
2 72is that correct? In other words you were not 

23 saying you didn't know whether he had 

24 MR. WHITE: No, no, no, no, no. He understood 

25 i what I was saying.  
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I MR. SKRY t I understood.  

2 MR. MBITE: Cottle may have directed his to do 

3  it, %1 may have directed his to do it. I don't 

4  know anyone *else in the organisation that would have 

5 5 assumed the authority, the mantl of authority, other 

2 *than those two. No. I meant that - or whether he 

S 7 did it himelf and said, 0 4U1, White told ma to 

I follow this thing and pax. of following it is getting 

* this thing together.  

j 10 MS. BAUMSER: If I could make one quick coment...  

1 I I know that it's soastims frustrating but there 

12 are times where I am confident that you all understand 

£ 13 but I as also somewhat confident that the written 
9 

14 record is going to be unclear and ambiguous and 

S ?s later on you may have forgotten eactly what he said.  

1 : So I have the responsibility to interrupt at times 

5 17 to clarify that.  
s 
£ 11 MR. WRPBY: Anyway, the reason why we break it 
b 5 
2 X down iato technical responses and the letter itself 

| 0 if becaue we have done a lot of work at TVA in 

8 21 determining whe did what; and TVA, members of your 

s 
jj 22 staff themselves, break it down into two separate -

23 I mean one group was doing one thing, one group was 

24 doing 4rnother thing. So we have separated -

253 MR. U7ITE: And I don't maan to fault the way 
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you -ask the Wution whenever I say that I was led 

ast ay. I didn' . mean that in a derrogatory sense, 

I'm just saying that in my thought process - and if 

I 1o back a year or so ago - didn't mentally divide 

5  those thin&b So I's not saying you are trying to 

mislead -.  

SKR. STMl r : As you get into this you will sea 

I that *w hav divided this thing because of the two 

9 differenr issues. Not one overall thing. What 

S~I I'm .aying as two different things took two different 

paths "a we understood it.  

2  MR. REiLHARIT: Mr. White, before you leave 

*3  that issue this maybe could help jell in your mind 

S1 to help clarify to us: 

15 IS When people brought the cover letter, the 

S1 March 20 'otter, to you for your review in your 

17 discussions, who was it that actually brought it? 

SI MR, WVBIT: I don't reaeber. It was very 

19 late in the gaim. It was I think after I had 

I 26 een the enclosures, in fact had commnced reviewing 

21 those with Mr. elly. It may have been Mr. eRally, 

I 22 it may have been Mr. Wegner, it may have been my 

23 secretary. I don't recall.  

24 MR. MURPHY: You probably have already answered 

25 I this question but : must ask it anyway because ua have 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC 
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S I* 
kind of broken it down into different arees. Who 

coordinated the effort between the line organization 
3 

who in our view in the information received prepared 

the technical responses, and the preparers of the 
5  March 20, 1986, letter? Who coordinated the two 

6 efforts between the preparation of this letter on 

SMarch 20 and the responses froathe line organization? 

SmR. WMITE: I think to the best of my knowledge 

Mr. Kelly did.  

IC 91MR. MURPHY: Do you know what instructions 

j I were given the line organization when they initiated 

12 their responses to the NSR's perceptions? 

| 13 MR. NHITE: Not the details of it, no.  
14 MR . MURPHY: Did you give any special instructions 

15 to anybody? 

S 16 MR. WHITE: Only to Mr. Kelly.  

n 17 MR. MUIPHY: What were they? I 
is MR. WHITE: I just had gone over the general 

S 19 instructions of policy matters seeking the truth and 

I 0 going in whatever direction it took it - took us; 

21 and I wasn't pcedic'sed to advance in either -- to 

I 22 decide to advance in either direction. I sade that 

23 very, very clear to him.  

24 MR. MURPHY: What timeframne did thrs letter 

25 encompass? The March 20, 1986, letter? What time

AAA REPORlNqG COMPANY. INC 
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I 
tfrem ara you speaking about? 

2 
MR. WRITE: The lettar you are speaking of? 

MR. MURPHY: The letter itself, yes.  

MR. UHITE: What timeframe was it under 

5 .. .puaration? 

S *MR. MlPEtY: I mean did we consider it 

his toricaUly the situation at TVA or are we talking 

about frou the tim you arrived until the letter 

was sent? What timfram are we talking about? 

1 MR. WHITE: I'm not sure I uder3tand if 

it you are -

1 2 MRS. BAUSER: The tim period the latter 

13 talks about? 

SMR. MURPHY: I'll amplify that.  

r IAre we saying that on 20 March that we are 

J 16 in compliance with Appendix B? Are we saying that 

£ 17 we are in compliance with Appendix I on 19 Deceaber 

j when the presentation was made to Mr. AsseaItire? 

19 MR. WRITE: T'o different issues. The letter 

20 is answering the question, which was, *Are they 

21 being.q,'" WNj. f .t cense but present tense. I 

U 22 wouldn't tV say it merely says on the 20th because 

23 that is the day I signed it. But if you said, 

324 "How about the 19th..." -- I mean certainly it's 

25 talking about present as opposed to anything that 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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hapened in the past other than in the issue of the 
2  word "pervasive," which dealt with the past.  

3 MR. WURPHY: All the information that was 

made known, you know, the initial Sweat feview, 

5  the Sase Seport, BR's perceptions. the effort 

you had with Mr. Cragle and getting involved in 

the line responss, the reviews that you had yovz 

senior expert, were all them considerations in the 

preparation of the March 20 letter? 

0 ' MR. WRITE: You almost have -- You have asked 

Sme - a whole bunch of things. If I say yes, there 

8j 12 may be soma except&on in there. Let me try to 

S 13 answer as has*t I can. Let me just say that the 

i 14 letter - you are talking about the letter and 

f IS enclosures new, right? 

S16 MR. MIUPHY: Yes.  

" 17 MR. WRITE: The erclosures, t le Utter, the 

* II whole thing, LF bsead o'i - other than the part I 

* 19 mentioned, that Pervasive deals with the past -- is -* 

| 20 deals with t'.e - dea"a with what's going on at 

21 the time. It is more narrowly defined as the letter 

Z 22 states into only eleoven particular perceptions. It 

23 is then again narrowly defined as what the NSRS 

24d told us in terms of facts. In other words the 

25 j letter does not -rport to be everyching everyone 
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ktnows about the eleven perceptires. It only is 

what the MSRS - I think I said yesterday - guing to 

them and saying, "Mhat are the things that cause 

you to have this perception?" and then investigating 

thoe things not to the - in other words it's not 

encompassing, obviously, everything anyone might 

knoI about those eleven issues.  

Does that answer what 

MR. MUmPHY: Sure.  

We're going to get into another area now and 

it's going tc daal with what the draft letters that 

your office, Mr. White -- that your office or Mr.  

White hst sent to ies. I think thert are five or 

Six reV.Isions.  

MRS. BAUSEM . Let m make a comment. They 

did not cvme tfrA Mr. white. They did come trom 

TVA and our office.  

MR. NMPIdV': This is what 7...  

9S,. ALUSER: Oh, this is the stuff very 

rt.ent.,. xcuuse me.  

nR. MURPHY: This group of draft letters is 

what we are talking about (prepent.ing dociuents).  

MRS. BAUSLR: Can we go off the record, please.

[There was discussion off record] 
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1 NX. DBIZNSOKt It is now :29 't... and we r 

2 officially off the record.  

3  [Diacussion off record contaunes) 

4  MR. WIL.ZAIUISO We are back on hie r.cord 

Sat C A35.  

6 MwS. A6.Jt.A 1There has ben some confusion 

7  for which I taJ a reewonsibility about materials 

Sthat we recently sent to the investigators. We sent 

an accumulation of materials in one package. Some 

1 0 of that material ca-m from Mr. White's fiYe. Other 

II parts of that material came from Mr. Burdtte's file, 

12 which you had previously received material from and 

13 you cams upon som new iaformation - we cam tupon 

14 somo new information that we wanted to get tu you 

S 15s quickly.  

S 16 The material from Mr. Whte'. ftils includes 

f17 bhnjdwritten notes, Xeroxes of handwritten notes, which 

Is appear to be from a spiral-type notebook, a final 

S 19 signed version of the March 20 letter with attachments 

30 with the original January 3 letter that prompted the 

21 March 20 letter and attachments to that. Also out of 

S 22 Mr. White's files were a series of signature pages 

23 from individuals who particip-a.ed in preparing the 

24 attachments to the March 20 letter.  

25 We sent you some materials from Mr. Burdette's 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. :WC.  
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files including sucha things as drafts of the letters, 
2  backup material to the preparation of the letters, 

3 tocgumAnt for example which talk about - whica are 

* obviously handwritten notes of some sort. with 

S 5  Marginalia indiestiLg - something which has to do 

w * Lwth the process for generating the letter. Mone 

' 7 of that material come fre. Mr. White's file.  

* I would be glad to answer any specific 

. » questions you have about what's what.  

^ to! MR. MUMPN': I want to ask at least one 
0 

1 t specific question.and fVr the record I want it 
o? I 

12 known that on February 1: - was it February 1° 

S 13 we interviewed Mr. Gridley? 

| 4 MR. ROBINSON: I thirk it was the 11th.  

1. MR . MUKPY: When we interviewed ME. Gridley 

16 we made a request of Mr. Gridley to furnish 01 

17 with all copies of all drafts of this letter; and 

S II I would like to make known for the: record that * 15I 

S 19 this is now in July and we finally get copies of 
9 

i the drafts.  

S21 MS . SAUSERX I think you have.every reason to I i 
5 22 be upset about that. Let - just say that I don't 

23 think that anybody, including the individual whose 

» notebook this came from, appreciated that anything 

25 in that notebook was not duplicative. He thought 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY, INC.  
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it was duplicative of anything alrrady sent. It 

2 wasn't until another individual was perusing that 

3  and recognized material in there that was different 

4  that we realied we had some new material to send 

S s5 to you.  

I 6 I apologise for tCat.  

7 MR. UMtBWs Who was the other individual? 

j S tho was doing the perusing? 

1 BMRS. BAUSER: It was an attorney for TVA.  

S10 MR. MKUPEY: What attorney? 

II MRS. BAUSFR: Mr. Nichols.  

12 MR. MURPHY: Are you aware that Mr. Nichols 

13 was also last to furnish -

14 MRS. SAUSER: Yss, but please under i.vNn.  

s15 as soon as Mr. bixchols recognized the material As 

S16 being something you needed to see he sent it to you.  

17 Be did not appreciate - in fact the owner of those 

S|materials, Mr. Burdetts, did not appreciate that that 

1 1 material had not already gotten into your hands. That 

I 0 was the reason in fact that I sent them in this 

21 package. I didn't want to delay in any way and put 

22 2 it in any other package.  

33 MR. MURPHY: Thank you.  

24 What Mr. White is look at is what we have 

25 been told is draft revisions one through six of 

AAA REPORTING COMPATNY INC.  
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the Appendix a letter which ultimately rasuited 

I guessa in the March 20, 1916, letter to NIC.  

MR. UITE: (Reviewing documants).  

ML MIDNVT: Mr. White, have you had a chance 

to look at all of the -

MR. WITZt Yes, I have briefly looaked at them.  

MR. MMP' t With the exception of the last one, 

which is in fact the March 20, 1996, letter which 

bears your tignature, have you seen any of these other 

revisions at anytime prior to March 20, 1986? 

MR. WHITE: The last -- the tor o014 cAearlv 

appears to be the Letter sent but thY . -LI 

I would.have to -- you know, almost U. - * 

it appears the second one I have -- there -- there 

may be a difference. This bottom paragraph for 

example looks longer.  

MR. MOURPBY: There is one differance that we 

will talk about.  

MR. NBITZt Okay. That looks like the same as 

the top one is what I'I saying. The others I have 

never seean until this moment.  

MR. KUWPHY: Were you aware that there were 

various revisions of your Letter? Did anyone tell 

you that they had been working on it and had come up 

with various revisions to the letter? 

AAA RZPORM=G COMPANY, INC.  
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MR. WRITE: I don't recall someone specifically 

S saying that to - but I was sure that the tuing was 

being staffed; and when you have something, a letter 

of this nature, I would expect that there would have 

been staffing discussions and various drafts.  

I MR. MURPHY: And you didn't review the 

S 7  various drafts that 

I MR. WHITE: No. o0.  

9* MR. MURPHY: If you will look at revision 

Io  three and revision four, R3 and R4, the bottom line 

o of paragraFph one in revision three, R3, which is 

S12 undated by che way, it says...  

13 Consequently TVA's corporate position is that 

S4  Tennessee -

IS MR. WHITE: Bottoa line of paragraph one? A 
S 16 MR. MURPHY: Yes.  

17 -- Appendix B requirements are being mnt at 

IT the Natts Bar facility (reading).  

19 I would then call your attention to revision 
5 

I 20 four, which -- if I can find the line number - I 

21 guess it's probably the whole first sentence. It 

S 22 says -

23 MR. CHARNOFF: The second paragrapn? 

24 MR. MURPHY: Yes, sir.  

25 On the basis of a review of the issues identified 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC 
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in uSRis perception has reflected - as reflectd in 
2 the enclosure, we find that there has -een no pervasive 

breakdown of the Quality Assurance Program, that the 

program is identified and that TV has remedied or 

vill remedy all identified construction defxciencies 

6 *and noncompliance* and that accordingly the overall 

7 program is in cOmpanc vith 10CO50, Appendix B.  

* (reading).  

And my only question on this is: aow do you 

t Is there a difference in your mind beteen the state

It ment 10CFR50, Appendix B, requirements are being met 

12 at the Watts Bar facility and that we are in compliance 

S 13 with Appendix B, 10CFR507? 

4  MR.: WHITE: I a not the author of either of 

5 those so it's very difficult for me. I 

16 MR. MUIRPHY I' asking in your view in that 

17 wording alone, "Appendix B requirements are being 

ij meI at at the Watts Bar facility and "We are in compliance 

S19 vith Appendix w" - is that the -- is that one in the 

I 20 same thing? 

21 MR. WRITE: Let NO tell you what I an troubled 

1 22 about. The same thing I was troubled with yesterday.  

23 IV taking a document and taking out a particular 9W 

24 sentence, which we did yesterday, in that case hundreds 

25 of pages and highlight;S particular paragraphs to thne k 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY, DIC.  
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exclusion of everything else and frankly read'Ihose 
2 into the record. Vn troubled by taking without 

frankly a very thorough review of the entire contents, 

context of both of these, and then foraLng a conclusion 

9 as to whether the letter say the same thing rather 

5 than separating out a paragraph or even a sentence 

2 in one cam saying, Does this aman the same to yout? 

I *Lat me tell you what I would do with that. I would 

go got the individual who drafted - whoever drafted 

to  R3 and whoever drafted R4 and I would sit down and 

11" ask them a lot of questions: What did you wean by 

1 12 that? What was it based on? I just -- you know, to 

1 13 ask me to do that -

14 MR. MURPHY: If we ignore that this lotter 

1 15 exists, if Im just making two flat statements here, 

16 "we are meeting the requirements of Appendix B,.  

1 7 regardless of the contents of the latter, regardless U 
. is of what else is said, and, *We are in compliance 

1 with Appendix 2,0 are they - are we talking about 

I the same thing? 

S2 1  MR. CdAWon! Lzt me object to that question.  

22 I don't think to show the witness under any circumstances 

23 letters that he said he hasn't seen before and say, 

2 *"Teall m what the difference is between these letters,* 

25 those lettaer speak for theaselves and you have to speak 
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to the authors of those lattera to see if they say 

something difference. To ask Mr. White, to ask 

Kra. Bauser, to ask - to interpret any of those 

kinds of words has no maning and no significance 

and really truly objectionable. You couldn't 

do that under any cirintanoes in any kind of 

form. I appreciate that this is an investigation 

and not a court of law. It may be like a Congress.  

ional hearing. But I have to tell you that I think 

it's wholly iaproper to ask him to talk about a 

sentence or two that he did not writs, that he never 

saw before, and now ask his in soae way to interpret 

that. They apeak for themselves.  

MR. MUEPHY: Let me -- don't worry about what 

is said in the letter. We'll exclude that. I'm 

asking Mr. White, because he did sign the letter 

in fact which contained one of these statements, is 

is there a difference in his mind between the count, 

the statement, not in the context of the letter, in 

pure -- the context of a pure statement -- *We are 

meeting the requirements of Appendix B,4 right?, and, 

OWe are in compliance with Appendix 5,0 right?, regard

less if the contents of the letter. I'm asking him to 

make a judqmenc about two statements.  

MR. CIARNCFF: What the words mean to him as a 

AAA REPORTING COMPANY. INC.  
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person who speaks English? 

2 MR. MIPHYt Absolutely. AlSo a person who in 
3 ' 

responsible to determine of the requiremnts of 

Appendix 2 are being not at Watta mar.  

5 MR. CRAMUOF: And he has got to answer that 

5 question in the content of the whole letter. You have 

* changed the ground rules by adding that Last thought.  

j £ If you are asking his to look at two groups of words 

as a person who speaks English, fine. A&k him, ask 

10 ianybody on the street. I don't care. If you are 

11 asking him to interpret those words in the context 

1 12 of his overall responsibilities at Watts gar, then 

13 he's got to look at all of the ramifications that 

1 4 surround those words written by anybody and at any

i5 time and he may have to give you a whole amplifica

16 tion. He may have to say that it depends on what 

* 17 the basis of those sentences are. He may have to 

I to say, *What an I supposed to have Looked at? What 

19 was the question asked of We? ne can do all of 
9 

I 20 those things and if we want to sit for an hour, he 

21 can probably talk to that. But if you want to limit 

i 22 your question to just the words a man speaking English 

23 very competently and ask him whether it means any

24 thinq, I have no ob3oction to that. But if you are 

25 going to ask the last part, then I have an ob3ection 
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I 
and I would really rather not have his answer that 

kind of question because I think it's meaningless.  

MR. MUIRPHY: Now is it meaningless? 

MR. CBAMMOt Because ha's got to give you a 

s whole book.  

SMRS. SAnSwrt Let me sake a po-nt. You want 

Sto use the statement in some context. You have to 

allow him to use it in some context. You are asking 

his to take it out of context and make a definition 

I which you are going to then pluck into some, "Oh, 

1I well then this means this," and that is not reasonable.  

12 He has to be able to put it in a context that 

1 3 is meaningful to him.  

1 4 MR . MURPHY: And in a context that is meaningful 

Sfor me.  

1 * Th e question that I asked Mr. White originally, 

1 ^are you meeting the requirements of Appensix 5? Are 

s Appendix a requirements being met? 

5 NMR . CBAWOF ReAad that whole letter. That 

S 30 letter does just ask that question, the letter transmits 

21 NSRS perceptions.kand it says that is what sombody 

2 said to hin. I don't want to rephrase the letter but 

23 the letter of January 3 is not that simple.  

24 MR. MURPHY: I don't think it's that simple.  

25 What I'm sa*ying is that is that particular phraseology, 
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I I 
Are the requiremnts of Appendix A being met, 

2 
SMR.- CIAMIOFt In context.  

3 
MR. MUPHY: - as opposed to, "Being in coapliance 

with Appendix B. And I as merely asking Mr. White 

S5 do they oan the saM thing.  

5 MR. CAMIOTft Buat even 

7  MR. VILLIAMIsOt Can you 

MR. W8ITE4 I'm troubled - I'm the one that 

started this I guess because I'm troubled with nver 

10 having seen a piece of paper or two pieces of paper 

it and being asked to form a judgment about a particular 

L 12 part of those - I was troubled yesterday by the same 

13 thing because frankly the - I'm trouble because we 

read things into the record of specific parts, and 

S I I was troubled by this yesterday. I didn't object to 

j 16 it but I'm troubled because we were reading things 

17 into the record. The record while showing certain 

* 1 things will be to the exclusion in that case of perhaps 

9 hundreds of pages in other paragraphs of documents 

I 20 where I might read something into the record of 
0* 21 yesterday and if - I ight if I had the following 

* 22 page have - it might have refuted what I have just 

23 read in the record. I have no way of knowing. And 

24  1I don't ascribe to you gentlemen any ulterior motives, 

25 I'm lust saying it's very difficult to take a book 
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I I and take a sentence in the book and say, *is this 

2 true? Is this what it means?o unless I have read 

3 the book. Because I might find the next chapter 

Ssays, 00h, by the way, what I told you in the last 

9 chapter is incorrect.- So I an troubled taking 

6 pieces of paper I have never seen before and being 

Sasked detailed questions out of context. I don* t 

IS know what the person had in mind who authored either 

9 of these drafts.  

10 NR -. BINHART: Mr. White. I think what we are 

S it trying to get at.- we are trying to get at any 
L 12 context that you can live with. On January 3 Mr.  

j 
£ 3  Eisenhut .or Mr. Denton sent a letter to Mr. Parris J 4 asking TVA two questions. One of tt.. questions was 

15 the corporate position as to whether or . ot lOCFR 50, 

1j Appendix 3, requirements are being met at the Watts 

17 Bar facility. The response that the NRC finally Ij got, the way we read the letter to that part of the 

9 question, was overall, you are in overall compliance 

S 20 with Appendix B.  

5 S 21 What we are trying to determine is could you have 

S 22 substituted overall -- Overall we are meeting the 

23 requirements" -- does that mean the same thing as, OWe 

24 are overall in compliance with Appendix B," in that 

25 context? We don't know. We -
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I NX. UITK: Let M try to aiswer becasme I r 

like to get through this if we possibly can. I d hate 

to be in position of objecting to the question.  

Maybe if I explain to you what the phrase in the 

J 5  letter that I sigand - that part which says, Oerall 

6 *compliance.* Maybe that's what you are asking.  

5 NM. ByMMtAt Good for a start.  

SMX. TIm t My neastand uin at that time and 

today on-compliance vith Appendix 5 - because that 

to  is what you are pursuing. I think it's what is 

* " sy feeling - what is compliance with Appendix B.  

5 12 MR. REINbAR: Does ecompliance" equal *ameting 

j 13 the requiremnts is what we are trying to get at.  

Si' 4  MR. WHITE: I think to answer that I should tell 

J 1 you what my view of Appendix B is. My view of Appendix 

16 is that it is a very generally worded statemnt of 

17 oanageaent principles that require -- that when you 

IS are doing work which might ultimately affect public 

19 I health safety - health and safety that you do that 

I 20 in a controlled manner; and by that I man that you 

21 have, for exaamle, procedures to follow, training, 

1 22 traix and qualif people in place, things of that h 

23 nature. And you need an audit system to follow up on 

24 jj your system because there will be amistakes. You need 

25 a system or systems to find those mistakes to review 
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th e and fix them whem requi read 

That is my view of Appendix a.  

my view is that it is gmerally worded in the 

also the utility ham geat latituod in who and how 

5 and where and - where it' doe.  

3 M in tacm of coUlianMc with thse broadly

g I wodned I thiL* e~*teen criteria, oee of thin 

criteris r-ngn 2T- that yes will haW deficianci* 

and tells yot what to do wbh you hav dtficenia*ci 

j 10 so that the - so that Appendix a itself recognizs 

" n in that respect that you are not going to have a 

2 perfect progr. You will have deviat.ans froa it.  

S" SM people call those dviations noncoqpiliaggces.  

SrI would prefer to call them deviations because it's 

Jj 15 hard to explain how you get no4 pUliances and be in 

f "I compliancef. out rd prefer to stick to the words 

- 17 which - although som people will ll l you that. So

B » experts vilicall them anoneotlianc. I'd prefer to 

S r *say you have deviations in various aspects and yet 

1 20 you are in coQpliance. The word overall is to make 

0  21 sure that peoria understand that that's what I' say

S nf ing. But I can have deficiencie. in various areas 

23 and still be in overall compliance with that regula

24 tiorn, Appendix B.  

25 I hope that answers what you are asking.  
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m. ZIrRA: TO have eWplaIrr d now what you 

thiak it 

MR. "rITE: what it -ns .  

E. Ma nW: Mat c l4 ance manse . And you 

think - do you think that -r -- eting the require

mats of appmatix ? 

m- IITE: ea I sM V l amcem - I think I 

westend ubat you are king, Imen I talk about 

deviation I's really taltkig about deviatios with 

the rquirments of certain of the criteria. That's 

what I'm speaking of.. All these criteria, which are 

really then broadly stated requirements. And I can 

have deviations fro the requirements of the criteria.  

A don't think I can explain any better.  

PM. ErIIBAnr: Are you telling me that you 

are not meting see of the requirments but you are 

in coUpliance? 

m. WMITE: Tnere were deviations from some of 

the rquiarmnts of the criteria of Appendix B. And 

by the way the NC recognised that. In their NIy 

letter to m they used almt those words, that, -We 

recogn.ze what you are saying." I don't think this 

is an issue. I don't see how it can be an issue. They 

knew very wel. And in their letter : t.nk they made 

*o clear. Aszde froam .'en conversations wi=t me Cev 
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made clear they utanstood that. So I ham never 

2 focused on that as a particular issue but I have doe 

the best I can to explain to you what my feeling is.  

4  MR. IAr f: I think that reading this letter 

5  they are just ackowl*edging what you said and then 

they say, "Well we are not really prepared to agree 

S7  at this time.  

MR. WBITE: Oh, no, I don't agree. It-says 

o MR. MURPEY: This is the May 16 letter? 

t MR. WHRITE: May 16 letter. It says, "Your 

TI response acknowledged that noncomqliances existed.* 

12 I read that as no different than - now there are 

5 13 other th1nis that troubled me about this letter but 

S1 the thing that didn't trouble about it was that 

13 I5 it confirmed conversations, frankly, early on and it 

SIA' told me that they understood exactly where I was coming 

S 17I! from, what I was saying.  

£ II MR. EINHAZRT: I don't get that. I get just, 

to 'You told us this, you told as that; you told us this, 

1 » you told us that.* But it says you acknowledged 

* 21 noncompliances. Using your logic, if you have non

S 22 compliances how can you be in compliance? 

23 mR . WHITE: When I said some people ca-l what I 

24 a m calling deviations noncomp.iances -- an I don.t: 

25 faul: thema for that but 1 have trouble -- if I had 
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my mother and she wrr alive and bhere and I said, -I 

have noancpliances but I -S in compliance, she'd say, 

3 OWhat do you mean by that?- Now the experts say, 
4  Perfectly umderstandable, Mr. White, and they explain 

3 s  it. I'd prefer to stay out of semantic arguments by 

S * calling the deviations wherever I can. The experts 

7 call thm - SW certainly aa expert. And they called 

Swht we ha said noncompliancs and they clearly under

stood what we were saying. They weren't - the fact 

0o  that they say, *Your letter acknwlrdged, that means 

I Ii they understood what my letter said. If they had 

1 2 meant otherwise, in English they would have said 

5 13 something to the effect, I presume, of, *You tried to 

14 tell us so and so and so and sc." You know, clearly 

t S where they are not in agreemnt in this letter they 

* 16 said, "We are not in agreement.' 

I 7 h. RZIHART: Maybe to clear the record, Othey" 

to is us nd -

19 NR. WHITE: Mr. Zisenhut and Mr. Denton, the 

20 *experts in this matter, yes.  

S21 MR. REINART: - and I -a one of the individuals 

S 2 that worked for them on parts of this review and they 

23 and we didn't understand what you meant and that is 

24 what the rest of us are here trying to figure out.  

25 : P. WHITE: Well maybe that is the gut issue trat 
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ought to be cleared up because 

naR. aEIMART: INat we are trytag to get to right 

now, Mr. White, is did you really mean the same when 

you said you are in overall comliance? Would that 

Sbe the same as saying you met the requiremnts? 

6 I S . AnUSELM M: I'I going to object. Be ha 

7  explained the answer to the question as he understood.  

,11  MR. rtA:t But he h.s not addressed the 

part of the question that says, *Are you meeting the 

S0to requirements? 

S n  MRS. BAUSER: He has specifically addressed 

12 'your question. He may not be giving you the answer 

13  that you want but h has answered it.  

4  MIIR. CHA.ROFF: He has said that there were 

s »Snoncompliances, that som people call thea deficiencies 

6 but 

S17 HIR. EIMMA*M : Mr. White, from me to you, not

1 11 withstanding your lawyers discussion, could you help 

Z to m understand what you mean between the difference 

I 20 of meeting the requiremants and in comliance? 

* 2 1 MR. YCAIOFrs I as going to object to that.  

S » Mego is not responsible for the first set of words. If 

23 you want to understand what Mr. White said in his 

24 letter, ask him again and again and again. He has 

25 xplained what he knows. If you don't understarrc 
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what that means in the context of somebody else's 

draft, ask that other person who wrote that draft.  

MR. REINBART: Mr. Charnoff, we have told 

Syou time and tim again that we are not talking 

3 5  about somebody else' draft. We are talking about 

6 the question that was asked of TVA, is TVA meting 

the requiaments of Appendix 5; and since we didn't 

get an answr saying, ie are meting the requirements 

of Appendix B,. we want to know did the answer we got 

t o  mean, Wea are meeting the requirements of Appendix B." 

S n KMRS. BAUSER: But that's not a fair question 

5 12 because you are not explaining what is meant by, Are 

F 13  you meeting the requirements of Appendix B.0 This 

S14 , March 20 letter was clearly a res, se to the January 

J'S 3 letter. It said so. Now whether you think it was 

1 '* responsiveness or not is your judgment. Be has ex

17 plained why he thinks it was responsiv. Be has not 

f . explained what you meant when you said the word, 

19 *requirements, because frankly he doesn't know what 

I 3 you meant when you said that. He can't go into your 

21 mind to say what you meant. He can explain what he 

S 272 meant when he answered it.  

23 MR. MURPHY: Mrs. &auser, I have not yet heard 

24 Mr. White say that he did not understand what these 

25 , requirements are. We can go back over the recor! b;t 
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I'm not sure 

2 MS. BAUSER: That's not what I said either. I 

didn't say he didn't know what the requiremnts were.  

He didn't know what was in your brain when you wrote 

that sentence, which is 

MRI. HITE: I'm trying to tell you the only 
Sthinga I can - I an telling you what I felt these 

words meant when I said them, my recollections, my 
knowledge. The issue of what somone else mant 

0 or whether these words mean the same, again, you 

£ know, I frankly -- in answer to your question, the 
1 2 most honest I can be is to say that if we were -- if 

S 13 we were sitting in my office and you walked in and 

14 sa i d , "Wh a t d oes t his mean?- I'd tell you what I'd 

S i do. I would say, "Just a second, let me get Mr.  
J I* Kasanas because he is the expert in QA.* And I'd 

S 7  say, oI don't know all the nuances of this. Let's 

i get him in here and in front of you let me ask him 

Sthe question. now what he's going to say. In n 

X a specific draft I would say to you, -Let's get the 
21 guy in here and ask his what he meant and I'll tell 

S 22 you what I meant and you ask him what he meant.- I 

23 don't know how else to explain it. I can't put 

24 myself in somebody el.se's mnd or try to pass myse.lfl 

25 off as an expert that knows all the nuances of the 
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specific words. I can only tell you what I believe 

these words that I said meant. All right? 

MR. REINHART: Do you believe that your words 

in response to Mr. Deatons' question, *Are you 

meeting the requirement of Appendix a at Wattas ar,. 

5 6 did you believe that your words meant the sam to you 

as that phrase? 

SMR. WHITE: Let me answer it this way: My 
Sletter was clearly responsive to the January 3 letter 

10  from the NRC and the reason that I called several 

1I people on the NXC including the Yr(sic) to Vhom j 12 I was sending the letter. So6me &ople have said I 
S 13 was shopping for advice. I was not. 1 was date.rining 

whether this letter was responsive to the person who 

1 5 asked it. And in the conversation he clearly under
S '16 stood. He understood and in one area wanted me to 

*1 17 add asoathing to make sure it was responsive. I felt 

I what he wanted as to add was already in the letter. I 
3 19 changed it anyhow. There isn't any question in ny mind 

1 20 that that letter was responsive to the individual who 

21 wrote it to me Although someone *lse signed it, Mr.  I 2 Denton. There is no question it was responsive. 2 

23 don't know how else to answer it.  

24  MR. MURPHY: you felt that you were answering 

25 the questcrn? 
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MR. H=TE: yes.  

MR. MURPHY: Okay. you aanaegd to get to my 

next question. In looking at revision - keep in 

mind one thing here. I'd Uke to add one thing for 

the record: that we would have already determined 

what the person meant when he put that in the letter 

had we ben at fforded the draft of these letters 

previous toS Mr. White 

MR. CQASOrgt You are perfectly right. But 

as Debbie said, we are giving then to you as they 

are being turned up.  

MR. MURPHY: Please keep in mind that I am not 

faulting you at all. You have been very cooperative 

with us.  

MRS. BA MSR: And people are human and they make 

mistakes. Don't attribute motives that simply weren't 

here in this instance.  

MR. MURPHY; Okay. When I look at revision five, 

which you didn't sign so that I don't know if you have 

seen it or not, and revision six which you did sign, 

there is only one sentence that appears to be different 

and I have underlined it for your benefit; and maybe 

you could tell - if that is in fa.t -- I think that 

Is t.e sentence anyway.  

MRS. BAUSER; Can & so* your revision s5x? 
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MR. NUMRPY: That's what I have right there.  

MRS. BAOSER: This is yours? 

MR. MURPHY: Mo, this is what you sent us. Thi 

is yours. I can give you the March 20 letter.  

MR. CIMOFF: It's not marked A6.  

MRS. BAUSME: ho wrote this (indicating).  

MR. WRITE: No, he just handed ma that.  

MS. SAUoSa Did you write this on here 

(indicating)? 

MR. MURPHYt No.  

my. aBZNSOu: I did. That's ou- of Burdette's 

file; is that right? That was sent from Burdette's 

file.  

MRS. BAt'SER: When did you write that? 

MR. ROBIMSON: Just now.  

MR. MURPHY: I'm callin vayour .rc in I20 L

revision six but in reality that is the final letter.  

MR. WHITE: The final letter which is a matter 

of official record with the MNC.  

MR. MUWPHYr Right. I's just trying to siplify 

this and I think that's the sentence 

MR. WHITEt That's different in the two -

MR. MURPHY: Yes.  

PR. WH&TE: -- they -- precisely the samr.  

need -- th;nk that is correct. I need my spiral 
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I 
notes so .can make sure.  

2 MR. MURPRY: es, make sure 

3  .MR. HmITE: Do you want to review them? I'll 

take his at his word.  

5 MR. MURPKYt No, look than ovr.  

3 MR. WHITM Okay.  

MS. SAUSER: If you want to take a break I 

can make sure. I'm honestly not sure what words 

are different. Do you have a highlighter, something 

tO that I can mark the changes? 

g 
1 "MR. MURPHY: We can go off the record.  

12 Whereupon, 

S13 [There was discussion off record; brief recess I 

0 MR. WILLIAMSON: We are back on the record.  

i 15 It's 9:18.  

16 MR. MWRPEY: Mr. White, would you go over what 

S 17 is identified as R5 and the difference between that 
5 
£ II and your last letter and just list the differences 

S19 and then we' ll ask you questions about why they -

20 MR. WEITE: Well during the break Mrs. *bs r 

2t highlighted the differences between the letter, the 

S2 official letter, what I call the one that I signed 

23 and it's the formal, official letter, and there are 

24 a number of differences between that and what you 

23 referred to as RS: and Mrs. Bauser, you can make s»re 
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I don't misP anything because you are the one that 

2 reviewed it.  

3  One has the -- has a date, the other one doesn't.  

4  On* has a routing stamp, the other doesn't. There are 

5  some - there is a phrase addition ;n the official one 

6 1in the first paragraph which says, "...and during the 

SC romission mating on March 11, 1986,* which is not 

Sin RS. In the second paragraph after the words QA 

Program, in one case it's a comma and the second it's 

10 a semicolon. After the word "identified" is a comma 

11 i in one place, a semicolon in the other. In the official 

S 12 version, still in paragraph two, it says, "All identi

13 tied design/construction design," does not appear in 

14 R5. In the third paragraph in the second sentence the 

R 13 same, where it says, "Further examination revealed 

SI* design/construction design," does not appear Ar R5.  

17 In the official version there is an entirt senterce 

Sll that -- in paragraph three which does not appear in 

i US and that sertence says, "It should be noted that 

I 30 too technical review of the issues in enclosure one 

5 21 will corunue as part of that exaaination." On the 

Z 22 second page the dLfferences are that the official 

23 version is dated, RS is not. In the first line the 

24 offcrial version again says, "Design/construct.or," 

25 w. .-b. is different. And -n that !frst paraqrapr. cr.  
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the second page there is also in -- t'. -'nteace wthi 

does not appear in A5: This subject is specifically 

addressed in Section 60 of Volume I (Revised), TVA's 

Nuclear Performance Plan, which was submitted to MIC 

on March 11, 19S6." 

You did not highlight this (indicating).  

The other differences are the official version 

has been filled out by Susan Parker with the date 

and her commission expiring, when it expires, 2-7-90.  

In the R5 that does not appear. And there is a 

difference in the official version as to the notation 

R-L-G-J-A-D-K-E-S, which is presumably -- which should 

normally be the person who wrote it, typed it and so 

forth. And then the official version has at the bottom 

a notation for RIMS, which is our system for correspon

dance, and then a whole group of names which appear to 

be information coptes that do not appear on R5.  

MR. MURPHY: Now vwuld you go over that, please, 

Mr. White, and explain why these changes were made? 

MR. WRITE rirst of all, obviously the changes -

the obvious ones, one is dated and the other isn't, 

and a commission expiring and -

MR. MURPHY: Now about in the contents of the 

lette: as opposed tc -

M.A. WHITE;: don't know -- tne onl% change that : 
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recogniLe is - and I first must Eay tc you that I 

2  believe there ust be a drAtt or icmethl rl in betwen | 

3 ; these two versions *'-cuse the only change .' 't r 

4  recoqnise is a one-sentence change 'n the tfhizd m .'a

S s  graph. It should be noted, that sentence.  

6 MR. MURPHY: Would you tell us how that cam 

I about, please? 

8 MR. HITE: Yes.  

MR. MRIPHY: And include when the change was 

3 ° made and how it was made, the -

S 1  MR. WHITE: The sequence of -

LoI 
* 12 i! Mr. MURPHY: Yes, sir.  

6r 13 MR. WHITE: On the 20th of March in a phone 

14 conversation with Mr. Denton, to whom this letter was 

S 15 I  addressed, when I had called Mr. Denton at Mr.  

16 Stello's request to discuss the letter and in fact 

C 7 it read the letter to his and discussed som of the 

2 is enclosures -- as I indicated earlier I needed to -- the 

U it purpose was to make sure that there wasn't any mis

S0s understanding as to what I was saying so that the 

21 letter would be clear to his and was responsive to 

22 3 the question he had asked. As a result of that conver

23 satxon to the best of my recollection he made a 

4 suqgestiorn because of a worry of his that it ght. ce 

;5 viewed that I was closing out, so to speak, the *eleve.  
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ss...- Whether or not I dont recall whether or 

not h* gave m the specific words that Should be 
incorporated. I felt that the letter without that 
sentence - I didn' t view this as a ma3or surgery.  
I felt the letter was sef explanatory already in 
that I didn't intend to close out the eleven 

perceptions at all and would contine. But the feeling 
was as I recall that I needed something else to put in.  
Subsequent to that - and I don't recall whether Mr.  
Denton - as I say, they were his words. They were 
not my words. They were either Mr. Denton's or Mr.  
Wgne*r's words because in a subs.equent conversation 
with Mr. Wegner my notes have almost this sentence 
incorporated in then and the notes -- the call 
Mr. Wagner -- It should be noted that the technical 
review of the ten..., and that is obviously ti b e 
... is continuing.. And that is the thrust of the 

added sentence.  

I had -- We went over some of this yesterday 
and I'll try to piece the thing together as best I 
ca*n. had signed the letter on the 20th. I think 
I had spoken to Kr. Asselstine on the 19th with 
regard tothe letter. I spoke to Mr. Stall on 
the 20th and then subsequently -

MR. MUR"pHy: Did you read the letter to Mr.  
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Asselatine? 

2 R. WHITE: I did not read the entire letter. To 

the best of my recollection I spoke to - & may have 

read the germane parts. I don't rmember. But it 

Swas moce a discussion - I recall on the 11th of March 

* he was kind of hounding so to get this answer and 

7 I told him then I wasn't going to look at the past.  

The best I can recall the cownversation, what I was 

9 talling him - and I may have read part of it - but the 
10 thrust of it was I still haven't looked at the past.  

I And you've got to understand there is a lot more work 5 »2 to go on. And I think that I also discussed with him 

o 13 the I S RS in terms of, you kinow, generalities, that 

4 "they raised issues, that we needed to really look at 

S 15 a lot of other things. I don't recall the precise 

16 conversation.  

S 17 I then, as I said, spoke to Mr. Stello regarding 

i8 the letter. One of the parts of that conversation was 

to he suggested I call Mr. Denton, which I did. I had 

2I already then I think tiewise signed the letter and 

21 given it to Mr. Kelly and Mr. Kirkebo or Drotleff.  

S 22 Mr. Drotliff and Mr. Kelly. I then as the result of 

23 the call to Mr. Denton, as I mentioned spoke to Mr.  

:- ^ Wegner, and decided that I did not want there to be a v 

325 asnderstanding, I did.'t want tc appear to be i. any 
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way woerasponsive to the question. and decided that 
2 

the change should be made. I called - I told my 
3 

secretary to get hold of Kelly or words to that effect.  

I think they located him in an n airport somewhere, 

Charlotte or Atlanta. I said there was going to be 

j a change in the letter, to get to Washington. Instead 

of going directly to the MKC go to the TVA offices 

where we will make a changeo. Its on the - I said, 

*It's on the first page, so the signature - you don't 

have to come back for that, its addition to the 

first page." I did not dictate the change. Whether 
1 2 Wegner did or someone else I don't recall. But certainly 

5 Uthat change then was given to the Washington office 

and made to the document before it was formally delivered 

to the NRC. That is my best recollection of that 

1 4J sequence.  

17 MS. BAUSER: Can I ask one question. Do you 

I *know who Mr. Kirkebo worked for? 

19 MR. WHITE: I'd have to check but I think 

20 he worked for Drotliff at the time.  

* 21 3. MJWRPY: What bearing does Mr. Kirkebo have -

S 22 I mean I -- can you -

23 MR. WITE: Perhaps because I mentioned Kirkebo's 

2r name. I didn't recall whether it was Kirkebo or Drotliff 

2 because they were both by -- the department -- te 
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Divislion of Nuclear Engineering.  

MR. MURPHY: Drotliff is the guy 

MR. WHITE: Drotliff is the individual that 

my notes reflect that and I assum that they are accurate 

in that respect.  

MR. MURPMY: You changed your letter. Bow did 

you view your conversation with Mr. Deaton regarding 

the addition of that sentence in resapect to did you 

think that after you had read the letter that you 

agreed with the content or this was approving - you 

were approving your letter in some manner? 

MR. WHITE: No, I didn't ask him. It would be 

unfair to 'sk an individual over the telephone who had 

not seen the letter yet, "Are you approving it in 

advance.0 That wasn't the intent. The intent was 

to make sure that we were in a coiplete understanding 

of what this letter said and complete understanding on 

his part that I had many problems that I didn't know 

the answers to and it would be saom time before I had 

the answers but that I was -- that it was -- it was 

kind of a preliminary response in that regard in that 

we were - I was trying to do the best I could to be 

responsive and it was kind of to insure that it was 

responsive. I didn't want to get a letter back from 

them saying, *We don't thiUnk you have been responsive 
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to the question.* It was to insure that frankly, 
primarily.  

MR. Mr-PRYt Did.you read the letter to Mr.  
Stello? 

MR. BRIMtg The Conversation with Mr. Denton 
was more extensive than that with Mr. Stello. I 
could- I clearly red the entire letter I 
diffrntt eew the tchnical enclosure, 

although I may have and believe I did read parts 
of that to - as an eplanatory thing to Mr. Denton 
I clearly did not do that with Mr. Stello. I 
believe that I read the pertinent paragraphs and 
perhaps paragraph two in the -- the gist of paragraph 
two. aut I don't recall. Certainly I provided him 
vith som informtion with regard to the letter.  

MR. NCR RY Did he suggest any change to that 
letter? 

MR. WRITE: no, he did not.  

May I review my notes? 

MR. MuRPgYt Certainly.  

MR. wUTML (Revving docments).  

They reflect that I want to be -- and this is 
again the responsive thing. I Sea in my notes, I 
v11 send Kelly and Xirkebo to help out in any way 

tt I can. Agan that .„* to make sure that : was 
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1 
being responsive, that if they had some questions I 

2 
wanted the questions surfaced right away. He then 

3 
perhaps after I had read these things indicated, 'You 

ought to talk to Denton. re's the guy you are 

Snswerinthat thrust. It would be important to 

talk to him.' 

Clearly as part of it - the note here, however 

the note, Iowever, specific item of noncomplince..." 

what I mean, with Appendix B - my notes are very rough 
10 again is an indication that we had a discussion about 

1 what I was saying. The noncompliance with Appendix B, 

specific item, perhaps were his words in response to t 3 what I would have said. I would, again, probably would 
have called them deviations. But it was a clear under

Sstanding that I was not saying, "Everythinq at Watts Bar 

16 is hunky dory.' I was saying quite the opposite of 

that and it's an acknowledgement of that.  

Th6e next note, I don't know what that means, 
19 "Worried about number nine.' Nor do I understand, 

Sother than my coment, the box that says, 'Useful,' 

21 indicates that I told his, 'I think this conversation 

22 has been useful in dealing with the requlations"-- the -

23 and the rest of it deals with another issue, certain 

25 Let me a lso -- you know, for the record, because 
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I people question this - the fact that I spoke to 

SCommisasioner Asselstine and the fact that I spoke to 
3 Mr. Denton and Mr. Stello in this regard -- I don't 

Sj think there is anything wrong in my doing that or 

Sin their doing it. I siaply do not see anything wrong 

3 in that. The NaC is a regulator. In that regard they 
7  are no different than OMA or no different than the 

I FAA and I would bet ten dollars that if I went out into 1 the world and I was a business man and I said, *You 
10 got a question about some OSRA letter they sent you.  

5 They want to know what you are - if whether what you 

12 are doing is right." You don't want to get a fine or 

13 something so you want to make sure what you are doing 

'4 is right. So you call OSHA and OSHA would answer them.  

S IS And I'll bet the FAA works the same way with airplanes.  

j 6 And I don't have specific knowledge of airplane companies 

a 17 but I would bet that United Air Lines, for example, 

is wcildn't hesitate to call the FAA and asx them what 

Sit in the hell they meant by something or how they were 

1 20 responding. I view nothing wrong in what Mr. Stello 

21 did, Comissioner Asselstine did or Mr. Denton, and I 

S 22 want to make sure the reccrd reflects that.  

23 MR. MURPHY: I'm going to use an old Navy tera.  

24 1 didn't understand it. I had to go to one of my 

25 cohorts here and get an explanation. But somebody 
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I 
said that you weren't trying to get the NRC aboard.  

2 Does that -

MR. WHITE: I was not -- The best way I can 

explain it is I was not asking the NRC - it would 

3have been iaproper, its out of character for me to 

3 ask- I don't even like telephone concurrences. I 

could never ask an official and no official worth 

his salt would agree with som letter he hadn't seen.  

If that's what you're saying, no, I didn't call 

X °then to do that. But I did call them to make sure 

i that what I was -a twas responsive to what they 1 
a 12 2  were asking.  

S13 MR. MURPHY: What input if any did your personal 

1 attorney - I assume he was your personal attorney 

J 15 Mr. Edgar have on the letter? x 
SI6R MS. DAUSER: I'm going to make an objection here.  

1 7 Mr. White or on behalf of Mr. White we have stated 

IS that we are perfeditly confortable discussing -- Mr.  
S 

39 White will waive his privilege with respect to Mr.  

I 20 Edgar on the issue of the March 20 letter and Mr.  

21 Edgar's involvement in it as long as we can protect 

S 22 the limited scope of that waiver because Mr. White 

23 has had other activities with Mr. Zqar by our 

2- attendance at Mr. Edgar's interview. Now he can go 

25 ahead and discuss Mr. wgar today but it has to be 
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with your comiteant, which z have not yet heard, that 

we can attend that interview. Otherwise, his waiver 

3 today would constitute an effective waiver of the 

Edgar interview.  

S g I r LLUrmo:t We were asked if we planned 

Son interviewing Mr. 4Egar and yes, we do. When we 

j don't kn. owever, when we do interview Mr. Edgar 

we have no objection to you being present during 

that interview.  

t30 MRS . BAUOSER And, therefore, I understand that 

w" hen you interview hin you will let us know so that 

123  we can be present? 

MR. WILLIANSNW : Certainly. And I understand 

that as a condition of this limited waiver and the 
SS condition you have set forth. Do Mr. Whit agree 

S1* with this condition? 

S 7 WR. NRITEt yes.  

lt X MR. WILLIAUBON: And that the interview -- that 

is a limited waiver and that the interview be conducted 

S2 with your atrorneys preent.  

21 MR. WNITZt My present attorneys.  

22 MR. CUAUOMf : Mr. Williamson, do you have the 

23 authority of your office to commit to this? 

24 MR. WILLIAMSON: Yes.  

25 MR. CHARNOFr: We are not going to be subdect 
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to any override by anyo*e else on that 

2 JR. *wLAXaMCM1 No. I think I ham the 

authority It ma.e that decisi n.  

SM. 3MCBz> CoId I ask one qmsl [m.  

Sen you T lo at yowr aot, .ar. mhte. foU be" 

S* I AblLw anotatiam to yoInzsel dated Mrm 21 

7 *si Opp= to w a cmatIXM TyO ed "with 

I WMVL And tnPd t t fj is that crrect? 

SOML. WuHm Cbnact, 

S10 D. AUs n ad that As 1Cporztt1 a * eti= 

' t took place m a In tianmo at utxx you kn Mr.  

12 Kelly attended? 

S 3 MR. mB ser Yes.  

I |MRMS. AAUSER: Is it possible that Mr. Drotlfa 

S 1 t- r.apiyng b1at happened wheAn Mr. Kirbo a s there 

16 s t o belieue 7mme for bmEM R= 

1S 7 JOL  : MY» t 2batGs yosisab. I X l&Ul eLly d 

o l o. * ui ±Z a - r c iamflect ZAotluff =a the 

." satlqaga0 Alm Net 2be VCtAr dff I h"d rnts aý . t a m 

I 20 atLbeO. Yau have to amk tChea iAidavr n 

21 MR. WRY: I thinak a haveb . That's uhy I did 

S 22 not parue the question.  

23 U. ITE: You ka whao -it was? 

24 MR. WMBPHY: We kow abto it was.  

25 JOI. METz: Do you aiad 
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I 
MR. MURPHY: Kizkabo.  

Did Mr. Edgar have any input into that letter 

as far as you can recall? The March 20. 196, laettear.  

MR. MBITEt To be complete in the answer I need 
j to combine the letter with the enclosures or otherwise 

I'm afraid I'll mislead you. I don't recall when I 

S j first saw the enclosures. It was relatively late 

in its preparation. I do not believe I saw the 

basic letter at the same time. I think I saw the 

to enclosures. I don't recall whether at that time 

£ first of all I don't recall who brought them in to 

j 12  me or how they came to me. I do recall starting to 

13 read the enclosures and I think I read the first 

14  paragraph of the first enclosure and I said, "My 

S IS God, this is really complicated." Said that to myself.  

16 I said, OThis is very complicated; this is very techni

17 cal." I think I then looked at a couple of other 3 I places sampling through .it and said, I've got a real 

i problem. I am not knowledgeable in these technical 

9 20 details.* I don't remeber at that tim whether I 

21 called Mr. Wegner. If it -- If hea were there, it 

I 2 j would be normal for me to call and say, *Hey, I got 

23 a problem. I don't know what to do with this." Or 

2Il wh.ether : called Mr. Edgar directly at Mr. Wagner's 

25 suggestion. At any rate I called my personal attcrney 
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A nd with the thought of, *rve got a real Problem.  
2 rIve looked at the enclosures to this Letter that 

is being prepared and it-s very technical and I don t 
understand these things, and if I as going to be 

5 required to know all of these things an be familiar 
6 w*th them, this letter is never getting signed out." 

7  And that is pretty much a direct quote. I just -
SIt's going to take m a long time and I have to learn 

Sall of thes4things." In that conversation - and I 
think it was in March - he provided his advice to me 

S n  and the best I can recall that advice was, You are 
? not required to be an expert in all of these areas.  
1 3  What you should do aview this as a very serious 

4 *matter. You should get experts and you, White, have 

1 ^a responsibility for diligence - and remember that 
1 '6 word - diligence in asking the questions of your 

* 17 * 1 experts to assure yourself that they know what they 
i are talking about and that they are familiar with the 

it facts.0 And I think he went on to indicate that I 

2 should make sure that they could show that knowledge, 

21 you know, to the question-and-answer period but that 
S 22 I wasn't going to be -- it was unreasonable and it 

23 wasn't expected that I would be familiar with that 

24 kind of detail.  

25 At &Qom point after I saw what you refer to as the 
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basic letter - and that would have been even later - I 

may have called - and I don't recall - may have called 

Mr. Edgar or I may have asked one of the general counct1 
(* 

people. It was one or the other because I asked to get 

a copy of a particular law case and that was provided 

-me. I may have called Mr. Edgar and he may have sent 

it or I may have called the general councfl's office 

and they may have sent it. I don't know if he had 

anything - Edgar may or may not have been a part of 

that. I don't remember any other specific conversations 

with Mr. Edgar about the letter.  

MR. MURPHY: Dc you know if Mr. Edgar was sent 

a copy of that letter to review and to make comments 

on? 

MR. WHITE: I don't recall at that tim having 

that knowledge. I have subsequently been informed 

that did or may have occurred. I did - I don't 

reumeber knowing that at the time.  

MR. MURPHY: As you can recall at that time, you 

didn't direct that he be sent & copy of the letter, 

did you? 

MR. WHITE: I don't recall directing that the 

letter be sent. It would not have been -- with 

everythi.ng else cling 3.n it's poss.ble that someone 

eals aay have come in and said, "I'm sending it," and 
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I may have said, Fine.- I can't rember such a 

2 thing but it may have occurred.  

3 MR. MRPHY: In the interest of being a lirtle 

more specific, as you made orrents yesterday, what 

5 s in the world does relatively late mean? Is that 

6 *two weeks before? One week before? 

NR. IBITM: Certainly in March. I had so many 
I things going on. It's difficult to remembr.  

SMR. MUlPY: Do you have any idea who might 

S10  have sent the letter? 

MR. MBITE: Who might have sent -

2 I MR. MURPHY: Have you determined since then 

£ ?3 who sent him a copy of the letter? 

S 4  MR . WHITE: May we go off the record before 

S is i aInswer that.  

t 16  MR. MURPHY: Do you wish to confer? 

t7 MRS. BAUSER: Yes.  

t HS Whereupon, 

it  (There was discussion off recordl 

1 20 NR. WITEI They are the ones that told me so, so 

* 21 I as willing to tell you everything I know. ut I want 

5 22 to make sure I don't say somethinq that's not right.  

23  I have been informed recently, very recently, 

- :: that it may have been Oether Mr. Gridley, my iscenr...g

23 person, or Mr. Wagner, who is an adv.scr to me.  
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MR. wPutr And who infoxd you of that? 
2 MR. NMITE: My attorneys.  

3 9MR- 3 TPB3: Let me ask you one mor queston 

and then IVm going to leam for the day.  

5 r. Edgar suoo-std that you ask these qstion 

6* about t- - about what you have i.d.tifid as 

Shighly tecmical aeas. bow did he suggest that 

Syou do this? I Man how would you know if I ask 

Sthe question, ofy is this so," right?, and smone 
o 0 spouts off with a highly technical response. How 

S i would you know whether that response was valid or 

S'2 not? 

11 MR. UN ITt : I t 's difficult to answer other 
A l I than in a comn sense way and that I guess is that 

J1 ' through *xperience you lear to ask lots of questions 
1 » and you can deterzine from talking to someone whether 

1 17 or not he really knows what he's talkisq-.bout by 
i s how well and the depth of his ability to answer perhaps 

S o detailed things. In saw cases, perhaps yesterday as 
20 1 said, I - even though it's no -- nothing demeaning 

21 to Mr.. Kelly I spot-cbhecke some of his answers with 

22 j others because Admiral Rickover taught as long ago to 

23 try to depe.n ore than one source of information. And i.f 

24- do that even with my wife. So : don't mean m arny:.m 

Sbad about Mr. XKeLy. ust spot-check her by na.re., 
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amo1 re than iMf I can, gt more than eW 

92 "w . And please do't tll y wite I sauid that.  

SP1. gLLZMQ 5: Let's take a ftie Smnaru break.  

* ft's 09Us.  

S[Tnm -w a& brief M-Ss 

*. ZLLZA MST : The tim is 10:01 &-a.  

Back on the zecord.  

Mr. Sabinson? 

to n. IWWPuy: Do you hev a copy of - I have 

S Ia fe more. Do you have a copy of yor signed letter 

i2 t tht w know to be a copy of the letter as opposed to 

is not signficant, but there -s a stamp on the front 

5 t of that that 

I M. NIUYJ : Be taLked about that.  

21 MRs. BAe: Och. okay. I'm sorry.  

22 MR. MUpR: I'm goinag to read for you the 

3 first sectron of that March 20 letter. Do you have 

S24 that tL front cf you? 

25 MR. WH:E: Yes, : do.  
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